Super Samurai Sudoku: 64 Overlapping Puzzles, 13 Grids In 1!
Some people consider Sudoku Samurai puzzles too big; some other people prefer even bigger Sudoku variant puzzles. If you belong to the second category, this book is for you! It’s full of overlapping 13 grid Sudoku puzzles (Gattai-13) laid out in a quadruple Samurai Sudoku format. Essentially, there are 13 Sudoku sub-puzzles which overlap the same way as in Samurai Sudoku. So it is like having 4 Samurai Sudokus on top of each other! This books comes from Djape who has been supplying Sudoku Samurai puzzles for The Washington Post since 2005. Are you up for this challenge?
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### Customer Reviews

Available sudoku puzzles are in decline. This is the first one of the Samurai variety I have seen for a while. The collection is good and moderately difficult. The only challenge is that with 13 grids to one puzzle on one page, the blocks are so small that entering temporary numbers is very difficult.

This is THE best Samurai puzzle books that I own. I copy the pages before I work them, so I have the original untouched. It’s not like I’m going to remember any of the answers even a month from now, so when I’m done, I can start over! Unlike crosswords that you can remember the answers for, these are challenging mind games that you have to figure out - and the next time you work one, you still have to figure it out. The 13-grids are challenging - heck, the entire book is challenging and you’re certainly not done, even with an easy one, in 10 minutes! No way. These keep you busy a very long time, making it very worth the money. I took the cheap shipping, willing to wait a while to get it - but surprise! I had my book in about three days! Seller was very prompt with shipment. I am
a super happy customer! Thank you!

If you love Samurai Sudoku or "High Five" Sudoku, this is an excellent collection. Each puzzle will take several hours, and you can put it aside and pick up where you left off with no problem. I enter each puzzle into a blank Excel template for this puzzle. If I make a non-recoverable mistake, I simply print out the puzzle again. (I prefer to work in pen.) When I finish the book, I can start over again, as the same puzzles will seem new again. By the way, the book arrived in pristine condition. :) The only drawback is that I have not learned any new numbers past 0 and 9. ;)

Easy level is easy... Next levels on up are not... I would get halfway or three quarters way through and BAM!!! One number didn’t fit!!! Hard to go back and try to find mistake so just move on to next puzzle...very fun and challenging though!!!

Great challenge for a Samurai addict (2-3 hours a day)--adds new dimensions to the usual 5-grid puzzles. I took it to the beach and it lasted beyond my vacation week. Great addition to all of Djape's publications--my favorites. I still like Volumes 3, 6, and 7 the best, because I like the "x-" puzzles and other varieties; this Super book is a nice change.

These puzzles are amazing. I love the challenge they provide and the fact that they take some time to complete. The book has a few different skill levels so it really fits everyone who enjoys Sudoku.

This is the game for those who like a challenge it goes from easy to very hard. If you like to play the more complex Sudoku puzzles this one is awesome.

Being a Sudoku addict, I love a challenge and appreciate new ways to play. This collection provides both in abundance.
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